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magical moments
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SWG834, 9SWG835, SDWG0686 dresses
VW1001109, ARYA shoes

WG3990

the david’s
difference
DS150791 top
VW670039 earrings
HBFIONA handbag
WGIN0856 top
DS150827 skirt

Exclusive brands,

A real-life fit

exceptional value

based on the
measurements of
10,000 women

More sizes for
every body,
including 0–30W,
plus, petite, and tall

Thousands of
ready-to-ship
styles available in
days, not months

Dresses for every
event, from the
bachelorette party
to the after-party

MS251220

Exquisite artistry,
up to 120 hours’ worth,
in each dress

Perfect accessories
pairings that complete

Best in class
partners, to

your head-to-toe style
and only look expensive

make wedding
planning easier

dare to
be daring

E XCLUSIVE brand

sexy, dramatic & glamorous

unapologetically confident

bold lips

SWG885
9SWG887
SWG886

Coming soon!

serious sparkle

Galina Signature bridesmaids
SWG881

9SWG862

E X C L U S I V E br a nd

F20062, F20228 bridesmaid dresses in NEW Scarlet
MS251246 wedding dress

romantic, bohemian & eclectic

vintage -inspired,
modern acquired
MS251230

MS251247

heirloom in the making

the loveliest lace

pair with a flower crown

E XCLUSIVE brand

timeless, opulent & elegant

8CWG879

STYLETK

full skirt, full heart
thousands of beads

CWG893

8CWG888
CWG878
CWG890

queen

il ve like
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major veil moment

WG3880

E XCLUSIVE brand

simple, in
a good way

approachable, beautiful & beloved

so sleek

a new kind of fairytale

all -American meets contemporary cool

WG4013
9WG3943

WG3989

E X C L U S I V E br a nd

modern, fresh & versatile

WG4022

a little unexpected

get lost in
what you love

9WG4029 dress
VW95871 shoes

trends to try

WG4024
9WG4021
WG4020

effortless swag

E XCLUSIVE brand
chic separates

DS150848 top
DS150827 skirt

RC0120 headband
DS150827 skirt

wear-again WOW
Separates special enough
for the big day and versatile
enough for every day.

DS150791 top
DS150831 skirt
ARYA shoes
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dress
boutique
Consider us a one-stop shop
for your bridal wardrobe!
Shop the full collection at david sbridal .co m.

SWG834
9SWG835
SDWG0686

standout
silhouettes
WG3979

Every bride deserves the dress of her dreams,
that’s why we offer sizes 0–30W, plus, petite,
and tall. And all of our wedding dresses cost
the same regardless of size—not many in the
industry can say the same.

MS251223

ball gown

mermaid

sheath

Accentuates the waistline

Creates an hourglass shape

Elongates the body

SWG837

inclusive
sizing

WG3943

We’re all for wearing what you
want—but if you’re not sure
where to start, here’s a quick
101 on wedding dress shapes.

DS150791
DS150827

DB3230W

SWG820
8MS251206

exclusive fit
We gathered measurements from 10,000 real
women when formulating our fit—not just a
handful of models—so your wedding dress will
feel like it was made for you from the start.

a-line

separates

jumpsuit

Flatters every figure

Puts a surprising spin
on tradition

Delivers a modern,
polished look

MS251224 , MS251247, MS251246

SWG 8 8 5, 9SWG 8 8 6

V583 veil
CWG878 dress

H8166 headpiece
SWG871 dress

120
hours of
artistry
Each of our wedding dresses takes
up to 120 hours to craft by hand.
How much time is 120 hours?
Here's a breakdown in terms we
can all understand...
20 flights from NYC to LA

ready to ship
When you’’re ready to start your life together, you shouldn'' t
have to wait on a dress—
— we have thousands on hand.
Shop ready--to-- ship styles at davidsbridal.com.

120 massages (actually,
that sounds pretty nice!)
6 seasons of your favorite TV
show, watched back-to-back
In short, a lot of time,
attention, and love goes into
every single dress.

customize your look
Our in-store alterations specialists can make your wedding
dress completely unique. Think: adding sleeves or straps, or
creating a corset back, for starters. Call your local store to
book an appointment.

F6567R

how to veil

H42013R

V539

V384

V942

birdcage

blusher

mid-length

Highlights the
face beautifully

Lifts for a big
ceremony reveal

Frames your figure without
hiding dress details
H32056

334L

heavenly
hair
With the right tiara or statement
barrette, you’ll have your best hair
day ever.

cathedral
Creates drama with
120+ inches (!) of tulle

every bride
needs both

Jump in feet first with two pairs
of wedding shoes! These exclusive
styles—and thousands more—
are available at David’s Bridal.
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SBDEB, SBBRETT shoes

IH9191P110 coverup SW3000 s wimsui t
DVBF2710 tote

get it personalized

get it now

get it personalized

AMDBA1 sign BR 374 balloons

4908All

photo by Emma Marie Photography

for the
guys

Thousands and thousands
of items for your celebration

photo by K. Lenox Studio

get it now

DB1911506

p h o t o by H e a t h e r B r u l e z
EB3260

IHW8481

for the
gals

photo by Jay Lim Studio

get it personalized

WH3668G champ agne flu tes 2340 cake stand 35940 plates

get it now

Free personalization, always.

smcaen
photo by Be Light Photography

for the
bride

IH4 819A X0 50 4 s wea t shir t
DVBF4 477 tumbler

the gift & personalization spot

Make your wedding a day they'll never forget
with thoughtful touches. Shop gifts and decor
at davidsbridal.com for everything you need.

JB9890 junior bridesmaid dress
WG1417 flower girl dress

she’s a rainbow
Coordinate your flower girls
with the rest of your party—
these adorable dresses come
in 16 of our exclusive colors!
Shop the entire flower girl
collection at davidsbridal.com.

flower girl
boutique

PETAL

BALLET

QUARTZ

WINE

APPLE

CORAL
REEF

DUSTY
SAGE

JUNIPER

ICE BLUE

DUSTY
BLUE

STEEL
BLUE

MARINE

PLUM

IRIS

CHAMPAGNE

BLACK

mini-me style

Get the littlest members of the bridal
party ready to make an entrance.

SWG834 wedding dress
WG1421 flower girl dress
LANE shoes

We scaled down our
most popular wedding
dresses so you can have
a matching moment with
your little miss. Ask your
stylist to see them all!

WG1417 flower girl dress
JB5728 junior bridesmaid dress
RUBYY shoes

VCRS1482 dress
HBSTEVIE handbag
TIMELESS55 shoes

1993W pantsuit
WGIN18924, WBM2061 dresses
RL30982 handbag

WBM2277 dress
TIMELESS55 handbag

looking
good, mom!
Forget about mom? Not a chance! We can help
find her a truly special dress, shoes, and all the
rest for her walk down the aisle.

HTF340512 dress
TIMELESS55 shoes
RL58045 handbag

21793, 2262X, 21936

for the grad,
the guest,
the dance
& all the rest
There’s always something to celebrate!

D79284QB4 dress
HBSTEVIE handbag
BRITT shoes

Shop the full collection at davidsbridal.com.
11415 pantsuit
1981 dress
TIMELESS55 handbag

HTX3473100

weddings are
what we do!
Here’s how we’re making big-day
planning a whole lot easier.

dresses in 3D & AR
Take dresses for a twirl without leaving
your couch. Shop our first-in-the-bridal-biz
augmented reality at davidsbridal.com.

inspo by rustic wedding chic
In need of an aha moment? Bookmark
rusticweddingchic.com for tons of
gorgeous real weddings and helpful
planning advice.

TUXEDO BY THE BLACK TUX
ME40941 earrings
HTF340512 dress
HBG7006 handbag
FRANKA shoes

wedding dress finder
Head to davidsbridal.com
for our quick quiz to help
narrow down your search

Style selection may vary.
Colors pictured are subject
to variations in printing
and may differ from actual
merchandise. Please visit
a store for an accurate
view. Not responsible
for the typographical or
pictorial errors. © 2020
David’s Bridal, Inc. All
rights reserved. All images
are the exclusive property
of David’s Bridal and are
protected by applicable
copyright laws.

